Laboratory experiments on the Japan Trench plate-boundary thrust material reveal very low co-seismic shear strength
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Widely accepted conceptual models of a seismogenic subduction zone held that shallow portions of plate-boundary thrusts slip aseismically. However, the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake (Mw9.0) produced unexpectedly large seismic slip of >50 m near the Japan Trench with a resultant devastating tsunami. The Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Expedition 343, Japan Trench Fast Drilling Project (JFAST) provided an invaluable opportunity to answer why the very large slip occurred on the shallow plate-boundary thrust during the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake. JFAST drilled several boreholes to the plate-boundary thrust at Site C0019, located at the toe of the frontal prism near the Japan Trench. The drilling results clarified that plate-boundary faulting in this region is highly localized in pelagic clay. In order to explain the huge shallow slip, we conducted high-velocity (1.3 m/s) friction experiments on samples retrieved from the plate-boundary thrust at Site C0019 under wet conditions. The results show rapid slip weakening properties with very low peak and steady-state shear strength. The effective friction coefficient during the steady-state condition was less than 0.1, representing one of the lowest values ever measured for fault zone rocks. The low dynamic shear strength can be attributed to the abundance of smectite and thermal pressurization effects, which can enhance earthquake rupture propagation from deep depths without much resistance. This behavior may be characteristic of plate-boundary thrusts formed within smectite-rich pelagic sediments and can provide an explanation for the huge shallow slip that occurred during the 2011 earthquake.
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